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Abstract

The APOD (Atmospheric density detection and Precise Orbit Determination) is the first LEO (Low Earth Orbit) satellite in orbit
co-located with a dual-frequency GNSS (GPS/BD) receiver, an SLR reflector, and a VLBI X/S dual band beacon. From the overlap
statistics between consecutive solution arcs and the independent validation by SLR measurements, the orbit position deviation was below
10 cm before the on-board GNSS receiver got partially operational. In this paper, the focus is on the VLBI observations to the LEO
satellite from multiple geodetic VLBI radio telescopes, since this is the first implementation of a dedicated VLBI transmitter in low Earth
orbit. The practical problems of tracking a fast moving spacecraft with current VLBI ground infrastructure were solved and strong inter-
ferometric fringes were obtained by cross-correlation of APOD carrier and DOR (Differential One-way Ranging) signals. The precision
in X-band time delay derived from 0.1 s integration time of the correlator output is on the level of 0.1 ns. The APOD observations
demonstrate encouraging prospects of co-location of multiple space geodetic techniques in space, as a first prototype.
� 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of COSPAR.
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1. Introduction

The VLBI technique has been used successfully and
extensively for tracking a number of deep-space missions
since the second half of the 1980s. Another application of
VLBI is to track Earth orbiting satellites, like the highly
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elliptical orbit satellite TanCe-1, Earth synchronous orbit
satellites (80�E and 140�E) (Shu et al., 2003), and GNSS
ones (Tornatore et al., 2014; Plank et al., 2015a, 2017).
The APOD (Atmospheric density detection and Precise
Orbit Determination) is the first LEO (Low Earth Orbit)
satellite that was observed with GNSS, SLR, and VLBI.
Observing the APOD satellite is challenging since the
mutual visibility depends on the altitude of the satellite
and the separation of the radio telescopes (Hase, 1999).
The APOD satellite travels through the horizon to horizon
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on the observing stations for tens of seconds, and there are
only 2–3 passages through the zone of mutual visibility per
day. Observations to the APOD satellite are promising in
the area of space ties, combining all techniques by the
installation of adequate technique-specific sensors on a sin-
gle satellite platform, e.g. with the proposed GRASP mis-
sion (Geodetic Reference Antenna in Space) (Bar-Sever
et al., 2011) or the European E-GRASP/Eratosthenes mis-
sion (Biancale, 2016).

We will describe the APOD mission and GNSS/SLR
observations in Section 2. In Section 3 the VLBI observa-
tions to the APOD satellite and data processing are inves-
tigated, in particular focusing on the VLBI observations
with geodetic VLBI radio telescopes. The designed cross-
correlation algorithms for this LEO satellite and prelimi-
nary results are provided in Section 4, considering the
low accuracy of the APOD orbit. Finally in Section 5, dis-
cussions on present results and further developments are
presented.

2. APOD mission

2.1. General descriptions

On Sept. 20, 2015, 20 satellites were launched success-
fully by a Chinese CZ-6 rocket from TaiYuan Satellite
Launch Center, and then operated in a circular, near-
polar orbit with an altitude of 520 km. Among these satel-
lites, a set of four CubSats, named APOD, are projected
for measurement of atmospheric density by in situ sensors
and by analyzing the orbit evolution (Tang et al., 2016).
The precise orbit prediction for LEO spacecraft is very
important for space debris collision avoidance (Liou,
2006), orbit manoeuvres of LEO spacecraft, as well as ren-
dezvous and docking at space stations. The major chal-
lenge for accurate orbit prediction of LEO satellites is
inaccuracy of atmospheric density model at high altitudes.
Improving the accuracy of atmospheric density models
needs high quality observations of mass density (direct or
indirect) with sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions
and coverage. From the 1960s, many techniques have been
developed to measure high altitudes atmospheric mass den-
sity and composition, including drag-derived means by
orbit of spacecraft, in situ measurement by neutral mass
spectrometers, ultraviolet remote sensing and other tech-
niques by rockets payload or from ground base (Emmert,
2015). Still, more extensive spatial and temporary coverage
would be needed to improve the accuracy of atmospheric
density models because of the complex variation of atmo-
sphere. And the cost to meet this requirement is huge.
But the development of low cost CubSats provides a very
good opportunity to detect atmospheric density in a more
extensive spatial coverage. Thus BACC/AFDL (Beijing
Aerospace Control Center/Aerospace Flight Dynamic
Laboratory) proposed the APOD project to study the tech-
nology of in situ detection by payload instruments and
derivation by precise orbits. The APOD satellites were
manufactured by DFH Co., the ground segment is con-
trolled by BACC/AFDL including payload operation as
well as science data receiving, processing, archiving and
distribution. The APOD mission aims to detect atmo-
spheric density below 520 km.

The APOD family includes a nano satellite (named
APOD-A) and three pico satellites (named APOD-B,
APOD-C, APOD-D). All four satellites are flying in a cir-
cular, near polar-orbit with an inclination at about 97
degrees and all four satellites were located at 520 km alti-
tude after being launched. Then APOD-A was descended
to a 470 km altitude orbit two weeks later. In order to
obtain atmospheric density by an in situ detector and by
deriving density from precise orbits, payloads used for pre-
cise orbit determination and density detection are mounted
on the APOD-A satellite (see Fig. 1), which include the
atmospheric density detector, a dual-frequency GNSS
(GPS/BD) receiver, an SLR reflector and a VLBI X/S dual
band beacon. The payloads of multiple observations on the
APOD-A satellite are listed in Table 1. The mass of
APOD-A is 25.88 kg and its size is 391 mm � 398 mm �
398 mm. It should be mentioned that it takes great efforts
to integrate these instruments in such a miniature satellite.
APOD-A is a three-axis stabilized satellite, and its attitude
stability is maintained by gyros, magnetometer, and sun
sensor. The in-orbit commissioning of the platform and
payloads was finished in December 2015 and APOD has
been in ordinary operation since then. The satellite guaran-
teed lifetime is 12 months, but the APOD satellites are still
working as of September 2017, except that the GNSS recei-
ver is not providing pseudorange and carrier phase raw
data any more.

2.2. GNSS observations

The POD (Precise Orbit Determination) is performed by
GPS L1/L2 double differences carrier phase data and pseu-
dorange data. BACC/AFDL generates precise orbit solu-
tion using its own proprietary software. The geophysical
models and estimated parameters are summarized in
Table 2. The orbit has been verified by the XiAn Satellite
Control Center (XSCC) using the Bernese software
(Dach et al., 2015) (personal communications with Jun
Zhu). To evaluate orbit precision, we produced orbit over-
laps by comparing the differences of two consecutive orbit
solutions (arcs) spanning 10 h and computed indepen-
dently. We evaluated the RMS (Root Mean Square) differ-
ences for the radial, along-track and cross-track
components during arc common time period. The averaged
RMS are 5, 7, and 3 cm for these three components of the
overlap respectively. The left plot in Fig. 2 depicts the post-
fit residuals of the GPS L1/L2 POD solution of APOD-A.
The RMS of pseudorange residuals and carrier phase resid-
uals are 1.95 m and 1.58 cm, respectively.

On Jan. 21, 2016, the GNSS receiver on APOD-A par-
tially ceased functioning. There are no carrier phase and
pseudorange raw data recorded from that time on, only



Fig. 1. Physical layout of the APOD-A nano satellite with the location of scientific instruments (Left: Front side view; Right: Bottom side view).

Table 1
APOD-A nano satellite payloads.

GNSS Receiver Mode GPS/BDS
GPS Frequency/MHz L1:1575.42,

L2:1227.60
BDS Frequency/MHz B1:1561.098,

B3:1250.618
Sampling Rate/s 8

Laser Retro
Reflector

Type Pyramid

Number of cube corner
prisms

9

VLBI Beacon S-Band Frequency/MHz fScarrier ¼ 2262
fSdor1 ¼ 2256:86
fSdor2 ¼ 2260:97
fSdor3 ¼ 2263:03
fSdor4 ¼ 2267:14

X-Band Frequency/MHz fXcarrier ¼ 8424
fXdor1 ¼ 8404:85
fXdor2 ¼ 8420:17
fXdor3 ¼ 8427:83
fXdor4 ¼ 8443:15

Table 2
Geophysical models and estimation parameters.

Geophysical models

Gravity/Tides JGM3 (Tapley et al., 1996)/IERS 2010
Atmospheric density MSIS-00 (Picone et al., 2002)
Earth orientation IERS final2000
Planetary ephemeris DE421
Data weighting GPS pseudorange 1 m

GPS phase 1 cm

Estimation parameters

Measurement model Carrier phase ambiguity per pass
Force model State (position and velocity)

Cd (coefficient of atmospheric drag) per 1.5 h
1-cpr (cycle per revolution) accelerations per 1.5 h

Arc length 1-day arcs
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coordinates of the APOD-A satellite determined on-board
are available. There are four sets of orbit data transmitted
every day when the satellite passes the tracking stations.
The orbit determination residuals are 10–20 m, as shown
in the right plot of Fig. 2.
2.3. SLR observations

The International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS)
(Pearlman et al., 2002) provides SLR (Satellite Laser Rang-
ing) measurements to the APOD satellites. BACC/AFDL
is responsible for guiding the SLR station by uploading
satellite prediction files in Consolidated Prediction Format
(CPF) to the ILRS website. APOD-A nano satellite is
regularly tracked by 13 globally distributed SLR stations
since 02 October 2015 and the observations are continuing.
More than 4000 normal points have been determined until
now. The names of APOD satellites in the ILRS are PN-
1A, -1B, -1C, -1D, respectively. The measurement condi-
tions for the APOD-A nano satellite within the ILRS web-
site are described in Table 3. The SLR measurements are
used for an independent validation of the GPS-derived
orbits. ITRF2008 coordinates are used for the SLR sta-
tions, the center of mass (CoM) offset of the LRR array
is corrected according to the parameter described at the
ILRS website. The normal point data with O-C larger than
30 cm and elevation angles less than 15 deg are removed.
Fig. 3 depicts the differences between the SLR measure-
ment ranges and the ranges derived by GPS L1/L2 carrier
phase POD, the tie between SLR reflector and GNSS recei-
ver on the satellite-fixed reference system has been cor-
rected. From the overlap statistics between consecutive
solution arcs and the independent validation by SLR mea-
surements, the mean value and standard deviation for all
stations are �2.93 cm and 9.85 cm before the on-board
GNSS receiver got partially operational. More SLR data
obtained in the future would be used to improve the orbit
determination of APOD.
3. VLBI observations and data processing

APOD is the first LEO satellite with a VLBI S/X beacon
in space, and its DOR (Differential One-way Ranging) tone
frequencies are designed in accordance with CCSDS (Con-



Fig. 2. Orbit determination residuals. Left plot: residuals in POD of GPS pseudorange and carrier phase data before the failure of the on-board GNSS
receiver. The RMS of pseudorange residuals and carrier phase residuals are 1.95 m and 1.58 cm, respectively. Right plot: residuals of coordinate data after
the failure of the onboard GNSS receiver. The coordinate residuals are about 10–20 m.

Table 3
APOD-A nano satellite mission parameters.

Satellite Name PN-1A
Satellite (COSPAR) ID 1504905
SIC Code 2203
Satellite Catalog (NORAD) Number 40903
NP Indicator 1
Bin Size (Seconds) 5

Fig. 3. Differences between the SLR measurement ranges and the ranges
derived by GPS L1/L2 carrier phase POD. The mean value and standard
deviation of each station are marked in the figure. Their values for all
stations are �2.93 cm and 9.85 cm, respectively.
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sultative Committee for Space Data Systems) recommen-
dations (CCSDS 401.0-B) (CCSDS 401.0-B, 1994). The
satellite EIRP (Effective Isotropic Radiated Power) is 4
dBm, and the strength of DOR tone signal is 12 dB weaker
than the carrier signal. The transmitted signal from VLBI
beacon is circular polarized. The on-board quartz is used
to generate the frequency with an accuracy of ±1 � 10�6

and a frequency stability of 1 � 10�9. We use VLBI anten-
nas in geodetic mode to observe signals emitted by the
APOD-A satellite. Several preparatory tests were required
for obtaining good data that could be processed. The first
VLBI observations to APOD were carried out successfully
with three AuScope (Lovell et al., 2013; Plank et al., 2015b)
VLBI observatories on April 4, 2016. Since then, a series of
VLBI observations has been carried out. The participating
VLBI radio telescopes of the IVS (International VLBI Ser-
vice for Geodesy and Astrometry) (Schuh and Behrend,
2012) members are shown in Fig. 4. The network observing
stations were selected considering geometry and slewing
speed constraints. Table 4 lists the APOD observations
by VLBI radio telescopes. It should also be mentioned that
the APOD is not continuously sending tones in X- and S-
band, so the mission controller has to turn the transmitter
on before each session and turn it off after the observation.
The schedules were generated with the Vienna VLBI Soft-
ware VieVS (Böhm et al., 2012), considering slew speed
limitations, cable wrap limits, antenna axis limits, horizon
masks and a minimum sun-distance (Sun et al., 2014;
Hellerschmied et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). It required a lot
of efforts to adapt antenna control software for tracking
fast LEO satellites. It is also shown in Table 4 that several
modes have been implemented for tracking APOD. During
intensive APOD tracking in November 2016 (Session 316a
to 332a) carried out by the Australian AuScope antennas,
this tracking mode uses a list of time-tagged Az/El posi-
tions as input. The advantage of this scheme is that such
a list is processed directly by the antenna motion controller
by interpolation between the nodes of the tracking table.
The APOD carrier and DOR signals of X/S dual band
were recorded. From Session 095a to 263c, individual
channels were set for each tone, while several DOR tones
were recorded within one 16 MHz channel from Session
316a to 332a.

The VLBI raw data were transferred to BACC/AFDL
for further processing and cross-correlating. In order to
handle the raw data received from APOD or other near-
field targets, we have developed a software tool for correla-
tor model calculation and data correlation. The correlator
model delay was calculated as a sum of geometric delay
and station clock offset, and expressed as a 5th-order poly-
nomial for each scan. A scan means the time period during
which a network of stations observes the same source
simultaneously. The APOD positions for these calculations
were based on final ephemerides with one second temporal
resolution. Our data correlation algorithm implements the
FX correlator architecture described in full detail by
Thompson (Thompson, 1999). Briefly the algorithm does



Fig. 4. Distribution of VLBI radio telescopes participating in APOD
observations.
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the following: data streams from each station are aligned
with integer-bit delay, phase corrected by fringe rotation,
converted into frequency domain with a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and corrected for fractional-bit error.
The resulting complex data are then cross multiplied for
each baseline and accumulated over a certain period called
integration time. The final correlator output is the time ser-
ies of auto and cross-spectrum for each IF (Intermediate
Frequency) band and each baseline.

4. Preliminary results

In this paper, we would like to show the new observa-
tions of a LEO spacecraft by VLBI using session 318c as
an example, because of the same setting for all the intensive
APOD tracking in November 2016. The correlation and
data analyses for all the VLBI experiments with AuScope
VLBI array are in preparation for future paper to show
the orbit improvement and differences of multiple space
geodetic observations (personal communications with
Andreas Hellerschmied). The session 318c was observed
at a 1 Gbps data rate with 16 IF channels of 16 MHz band-
width and 2-bit sampling. The first 10 IF channels were
spread at X-band and the remaining 6 IF channels were
spread at S-band. The X-band DOR tones were recorded
in the IF 3, 4 and 5, while the S-band DOR tones were
recorded in the IF 14 (as seen in Fig. 5). We attempted
Table 4
List of APOD observations by VLBI radio telescopes.

Session Stations

095a Hb + Ke + Yg
197c On
200a Ke + Yg
202a Ke + Yg
263a/b/c On + Wn +Wz

316a Ke + Yg
317a/b Ho + Hb + Ke + Yg
318b/c/d Ho + Hb + Ke + Yg
319a Ho + Hb + Ke + Yg
331a Ho + Hb + Ke + Yg
332a Ho + Hb + Ke + Yg
to correlate using 1024 FFT points and 1-s integration
time, but failed to obtain fringes of the APOD signals
due to large uncertainties in the correlator model which
was calculated by using the APOD ephemerides with low
accuracy. Thus we developed a step-wise approach to
obtain good fringes and accurate delay estimates.

Step 1. Search for coarse delay rate. We fetched 1-s data
from a scan, and performed the data correlation by using
1-ms integration time. Such short integration time allows
us to search fringe rate in the range of [�500, 500] Hz,
equivalent to the delay rate window within [�227, 227]
ns/s at sky frequency 2.2 GHz. The interferometric phase
of the main carrier over the time was extracted from the
correlation output, and modelled by applying a linear fit.
Then the coarse delay rate was obtained and used to
update the correlator model.

Step 2. Search for fine delay rate. We performed the data
correlation of the whole scan by using the updated correla-
tor model and setting the integration time to 0.1 s. Again
the interferometric phase of the main carrier over the time
was extracted, and modelled by applying a 2nd-order poly-
nomial fit. Then the delay rate and acceleration were
obtained and used to update the correlator model.

Step 3. Search for coarse delay. Based on the updated
correlator model, we correlated the same data once again
using 16384 FFT points, which corresponds to a delay
search window within [�512, 512] ls for a 16 MHz-wide
channel. We identified the cross spectra of telemetry signals
within ±50 kHz of the main carrier on the frequency
domain, and performed a linear fit of the phase versus fre-
quency data to obtain the coarse delay. Thus, an accurate
correlator model was reconstructed and used for the fine
delay search.

Step 4. Production correlation. Similar to the correla-
tion of natural extragalactic radio sources, now we can
use accurate correlator model to correlate the whole scan,
using 0.1-s integration time and 1024 FFT points. The cor-
relation output was used for fine delay search.

Step 5. Search for fine delay at S-band. The main carrier
and DOR tones are all located in one single channel at S-
band. Similar to step 3, we performed a linear fit of the
Tracking mode Band width/Quantization

Ra/De input 1 M/1-bit
Ra/De input 1 M/2-bit
TLE input 2 M/2-bit
TLE input 2 M/2-bit
Ra/De input (On)
TLE input (Wn +Wz)

2 M/2-bit

Az/El input 16 M/2-bit
Az/El input 16 M/2-bit
Az/El input 16 M/2-bit
Az/El input 16 M/2-bit
Az/El input 16 M/2-bit
Az/El input 16 M/2-bit



Fig. 5. Auto-correlation of five S-band signals at station Hb in Session
318c, the other tones are phase calibration signals. Fig. 6. Cross-correlation fringe of five S-band signals for baseline Hb-Ke

in Session 318c, i.e. one carrier and four DOR tones. The linear fit of
fringe phase versus frequency is seen.

Fig. 7. Residual multiband delays of S/X dual band signals for baseline
Hb-Ke in Session 318c, with respect to the computed time delays. The
RMS scatter of residuals over 45-s passage for S-band and X-band is 0.22
ns and 0.52 ns, respectively.
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phase versus frequency data, but on a wider bandwidth to
obtain the fine delay in an interval of 0.1 s. Plots of fringe
phases and amplitudes derived from processing the correla-
tor output are shown in Fig. 6. When the time delay from
multiband synthesis was received, we aligned the phase off-
sets of different channels, and performed a linear fit with all
DOR tones. The statistic of 0.6 ns is the formal error of
multiband delay estimation in average. Fig. 7 shows the
residual multiband delays for baseline Hb-Ke, and the
RMS scatter of residuals over the 45-s passage for S-
band is 0.22 ns.

Step 6. Search for fine delay at X-band. The main carrier
and DOR tones are located in three different IF channels at
X-band. In order to obtain bandwidth synthesis delay, we
aligned the phase offsets of different channels, and per-
formed a linear fit with all DOR tones to obtain the fine
delay at X-band. Fig. 7 also depicts the residual multiband
delays for baseline Hb-Ke, scattered in X-band most likely
due to pointing losses of narrower beamwidth of X-band.
The average formal error of multiband delay estimation
in time delay derived from the correlator output averaged
over 45 s is 0.1 ns. The longer integration time and more
accurate phase offsets bear the prospect of further
improvements.

Using session 318c as example, the integration time is set
to be 0.1 s and the mutual visibility is only 45 s long. So the
number of VLBI normal points is 450. Considering the
mutual visibility and cut-off elevation, there are three
APOD passes per day at most.
5. Discussions

We consider the first results of multi-technique observa-
tions of APOD satellite encouraging. The APOD project
can be considered as a prototype of an instrument that
implements co-location of multiple space geodetic tech-
niques in space. The three-dimension position deviation
of the APOD satellite was below 10 cm with validation
independently by SLR observations before the failure of
the onboard GNSS receiver. We have succeeded to track
successfully the LEO satellite with radio telescopes contin-
uously during its several-minutes passage through the
mutual visibility zone. Strong fringes were obtained by iter-
ated cross-correlation and the variation of fringe phase
over passage is less than 1 rad. With synthesized band-
width, the precision of time delay derived from the correla-
tor output is 0.6 ns and 0.1 ns, for S-band and X-band
respectively. We learned from these observing campaigns
that algorithms of antenna control and data analysis which
were not originally designed for this type of observations
require further substantial improvement. The tracking
mode of Az/El input should be implemented for satellite
observations. We expect that using longer integration time,
the accuracy of phase offset determination will improve.
We are going to continue APOD observations as long as
it is remained operational. More VLBI delay observations
would be used to improve the APOD orbit and analyze the
systematic error of multiple space geodetic techniques.
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